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Make your own unique and huggable soft toys with this quirky collection of 12 easy-to-sew stuffed

animal patterns, so cute they are guaranteed to make children of all ages smile!With fun

photography and clear detailed diagrams inspired by Japanese pattern books, each step is then

broken down in jargon-free instructions â€“ which beginner sewers will find super-helpful â€“ while

more advanced sewers will be able to work from the diagrams alone.As well as giving readers all

the advice they need on materials, stuffing and sewing techniques, all the templates needed are

given at actual size, meaning readers can trace them straight off the page and start sewing straight

away!The 12 cute stuffed animal designs will delight boys and girls alike and include patterns for a

monkey, an owl, a bear, a dragon, a tiger, a cat, a dog, a hippo and more. All the toys are made in

washable and affordable quilt-weight cotton, so you can choose your own favourite colors and prints

to get creative with!
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Sew Cute to Cuddle is a terrific book for anyone looking to make a softie or doll. The instructions are

clear and the diagrams make the sewing very easy. All of the templates are printed at full-size so

you can just trace them and start sewing right away (no enlarging needed). The book begins with

very simple designs and progresses to somewhat more complex patterns, but nothing even a



novice sewist couldn't tackle in an afternoon. I love the aesthetic and think this book is a great

value! I've already sewn Wooksy the Owl and he came out adorable!

So cute... so pretty. I and my 9 year old daughter had fun choosing the fabric for each of the doll.

We aim to make everyone in the book. We just finished the first one, simple and easy. Turns out

great. Definitely recommended for a beginner doll maker!

Adorable. My daughter is taking her first sewing class and currently making the cat from this book. It

is so cute.She plans to make all the animals in the book.

Kindle version does not come with patterns. Pretty interesting information, but unusable as the

patterns are not included.

No seam allowances included will likely keep me from reaching for this book as often as I would

have with seam allowances included. I prefer to photo copy pattern pieces on my home printer to

cut out and the pattern pieces (specifically for Daron the Dragon) are too tightly placed on paper to

add the seam allowances to them there and it's just a hassle to do it on the fabric each time I use

the pattern. I tend to use patterns more than once and no seam allowance is an added time suck.

Love this book! Very inspiring and includes patterns.Shipped immediately to me. Very happy with

this purchase.

The book is great! The models are really cute and the steps are easy to follow.

Love it, I made a koala boy and girl and they are super cute!
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